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Helping us reach out to more people
Our AGM and annual
lecture will take place
on Saturday, 7
November, either as
'real life' events or
online. A decision will
be taken in the light of
Government guidance
on the COVID-19
precautions and
members will be
notified ASAP.
At the moment,
physical meetings are
restricted to six people
outside, but if the
prevalance of the virus
continues to decline,
there is likely to be a
change in the rules.
Our speaker for the
lecture is Fabian
Hamilton, Labour
Member of Parliament
for Leeds North
East and Shadow
Minister for Peace
and Disarmament.

Fabian Hamilton

Order a FREE
copy of our
recently
published
booklet, From
War to Peace
- a very
accessible
collection of
wise and
salutary
quotes from a
rich variety of
sources - via
maworders@
gmail.com
and include
your address.

Why we must fight inequalities on
the global stage to advance peace
MAW committee member Alison
Lochhead (pictured right) discusses the
the anti-war movement in the UK in the
light of the Black Lives matter movement
“OVER several decades of being active in
the anti-war movement I have been aware
of how predominantly white the
organisations are. The murder of George
Floyd and the reinvigoration of Black
Lives Matters actions have further
highlighted this feature.
Although white anti-war activists recognise that communities
of colour are engaged in longstanding struggles against
white supremacy and for self-determination some struggle
to see the linkage between these struggles and building the
anti-war movement.
It seems to me that there is a need to focus on what is
immediate, not an abstract of peace based on colonial and
capitalist realities. The whole
Cont. on p3
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Notice
Movement for the
Abolition of War
Annual
General Meeting
Saturday, November 7
Venue and time tbc
Including: chair’s report,
election of committee
members and officers.
Details of those standing
in the elections will be
available on the MAW
website from October www.abolishwar.org.uk
If you would like to
nominate someone to
stand for the committee
(nominees must be
MAW members) or, if
you cannot attend the
AGM but have any
suggestions or
concerns, please
contact us.
by September 30 in
writing to 11 Venetia
Rd, London N4 1EJ.
To receive an electronic
version of the newsletter
email Gill Hurle at
gill.hurle@abolishwar.
org.uk
Abolish War will next be
published on November 1.
If you are a Facebook
user, please like our page
and share our posts
facebook.com/abolishwar

Our current President, Bruce Kent, is
retiring from this role at the next AGM.
Professor Paul Rogers (pictured right)
has agreed to be nominated for the role.
He is Emeritus Professor of Peace
Studies at the University of Bradford
and Global Security Consultant with
Oxford Research Group (ORG), and has
worked in the field of international
security, arms control and political
violence for over 30 years.
He has the unique distinction of being
the only person who has delivered
MAW's Remembrance Lecture twice!

Conscientious Objectors in the UK
Armed Forces are advised to
apply for non-combatant duties
while their case is considered by
their own Chain of Command,
followed, if necessary, by appeal
to the Advisory Committee on
Conscientious Objectors (ACCO).
In the past, the decision as to
where objectors should work
what duties they faced during
this difficult period was left to the
discretion of Commanding
Officers.
Sensible officers did not usually
consider it good for morale,
teambuilding or security to include
in a group training for active
service in a war, someone
protesting that war, or the way a
particular war was being
conducted, was wrong.
Prior to the wars in Afghanistan
and Iraq, conscientious objectors
were usually assigned a range of
non-combatant duties whilst their
cases were considered.
But present day Conscientious
Objectors in the UK are liable to
be given orders to take part in predeployment rifle training or other
training to which they have

declared an objection. The
change appears to be deliberate
current policy on the part of the
Ministry of Defence.
If conscientious objectors agree
to take part in pre-deployment
weapons training for wars to
which they had declared an
objection, it could be regarded
as hypocrisy by ACCO or by the
conscientious objectors
themselves.
Some conscientious objectors
decide it is more honourable to
declare their position at an early
stage and refuse to take part in
pre-deployment training.
However, they then risk a Court
Martial for which they can face
imprisonment for up to two years.
For those who go AWOL to avoid
a particular war posting the
maximum penalty has been
raised to imprisonment for life.
The AT EASE advisory service
offers non-directive, nonjudgemental counselling to
members of the Armed Forces.
For further information email
info@ATEASE.org.uk
Gwyn Gwyntopher
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MAW submits foreign policy
recommendations on defence
The House of Commons crossparty Foreign Affairs Select
Committee (FAC) is conducting
an inquiry, the results of which
will eventually feed into the
Government’s major Integrated
Review of foreign policy,
defence, security and
development.
In response to the FAC’s general
invitation, MAW has submitted
evidence to the inquiry, focusing
on four areas of particular
concern: the need for genuine
sustainable security based on
human and planetary well-being,
the importance of an ethical
foreign policy guided by the UN
Charter and the rule of
international law, effective
control of the arms trade, and
nuclear disarmament.
The full submission, including
its summary of ten
recommendations for action, can

Cont. from page 1
system has to change before
‘no war’ can become a reality.
Activism to ‘stop war’ without
addressing the inequalities,
poverty and injustices
throughout the world and the
white domination which
perpetuates it, will ensure that
the military machine and
resulting wars will continue.
It is an overwhelming task,
therefore there is a tendency to
concentrate on one aspect but
everything is so interconnected. We need to
all strategise together and
addressing racism is central.
MAW is looking at the following
issues and we would love your
input. (info@abolishwar.org)
Here are some opening

be seen at
https://committees.parliament.u
k/writtenevidence/4146/html/
The Labour Party is also
currently reviewing its policy
and has welcomed the views of
members
and nonmembers
alike to its
Policy
Forum.
Based on
the same
four areas
of concern,
MAW
submitted,
as a guest, contributions and
recommendations to the
International, Environment
Energy & Culture, and
Economy Business & Trade
policy commissions.
Hilary Evans
thoughts / questions:
How many people from the
BAME community are in any
peace or anti-war groups you
are part of?
What have we done in MAW to
listen to, engage with and
become involved with all
communities?
How shall we reframe, refocus
‘our’ ways of approaching
activism to ones which are truly
multi-racial and multi-cultural?
As MAW members, can you get
in touch with activists in the
BAME communities and ask
how we can support them in
their struggles, and feed back
ideas, contacts and strategies?”
A fuller version of this article can
be seen at
http://www.abolishwar.org.uk/blog

BOOK REVIEW: China: Through
the Sliding Door
The British government has said
no to Huawei. It seemed a
significant moment; could this
mark the beginning of a new Cold
War? Or, as the New York Times
said in a recent analysis of
relations between China and the
West, a new ‘soft war’. Certainly
all the indicators seem I am
probably far from the only one
looking around for some
background literature. I scanned
my library shelves and fell upon
China: Through the Sliding Door
(Touchstone Books) by John
Gittings, formerly the Guardian’s
correspondent in the country and
a long-time MAW member.
This is not the book for an up-tothe-minute account of China’s
recent increases in economic
growth, global reach and
authoritarian power. Published in
1999, it covers tumultuous
changes that took place in the
preceding three decades showing where China has come
from and how its leaders
constructed a path out of poverty.
The writing is wonderfully
readable, with a keen eye for the
human drama amid the political
upheavals. Gittings is sympathetic
but far from uncritical. The book
takes us from the Red Guards of
the Cultural Revolution to the
handover of Hong Kong in 1999,
with chapters on Mao’s last years,
the opening to the outside world,
and the Tiananmen massacre.
Among the most moving is the
last section on ‘A Nation of
People’ where he focuses his
journalist’s spotlight on several
individuals who illustrate the
diversity of this huge population. It
looks like we shall need to get to
know them better in the years
ahead.
Colin Archer
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● The Doctor's Tale
is a version
by actor/playwright
Michael Mears of
Nagasaki 1945, an
account by a young
doctor working in a
small hospital in
Nagasaki at the
time of the second
atomic bomb.
At 7.30pm on
August 9, the
75th anniversary of
the bomb, Japanese
actor Leo Ashizawa
will give a livestream
reading of this
story, with support
from Michael Mears
and music by
Chihiro Ono.
https://vimeo.com/43
8273483 or https://
www.facebook.com/
events/35873270546
30140/ (75 minutes).

Sue’s peace song project is now
collection renamed Anti-war songs
updated for 2020 the
for choirs.
Sue Gilmurray
gives an update on
MAW’s Peace
Songs Project

In 2013, with the
World War I
centenary
approaching, I
arranged 14 songs for
2014 for choirs, seven of my own and
seven by other songwriters. Words and
music were free via MAW’s website.
Friends helped me record part of each
one, which were linked to the website
and posted on Soundcloud. I added an
additional song per year, so there were
18 by 2018.
The centenary is over but many of the
songs have more general anti-war
relevance. We have decided to keep

I am aware that the audio samples are
not always very good, (though I did
hope that this might encourage choirs
to think “I could do it better than that!”)
and some of the songs are technically
difficult. So I am gradually replacing the
Soundcloud recordings with better
ones. And if anyone finds a song
arrangement tricky, please get in touch
and ask for a unison score, which I will
add to the collection.
Even if you don’t sing, have a look on
MAW’s website, under Resources and
Downloads, at the songs’ words. Many
of them would be effective read as
poems. And, if you are a singer, give
the songs some consideration. The use
of music or poetry can be immensely
powerful while remaining entirely
nonviolent, and it would be wonderful to
make more of it.

Hear the audio samples at https://soundcloud.com/antiwarsongsforchoirs

Get a poster

Membership subscriptions: If you received this newsletter by post the label on the
envelope shows your membership status: the date to which you are paid up, eg 2020;
‘Life’, if you are a life member; ‘SO’ if you pay by standing order or ‘Comp’ if you
receive a complimentary copy.
To join or renew your membership complete the form in this newsletter or download
the forms from our website at http://www.abolishwar.org.uk/join.html. If you would like
to receive email notification of the newsletter availability, instead of a hard copy,
please email gill.hurle@abolishwar.org.uk
Abolish War is published by the Movement for the Abolition of War, 11 Venetia
Road, London N4 1EJ

The Preamble of the
Charter of the United
Nations in 1945 starts
with a clear
condemnation of the
'Scourge of War'.
In the May issue of
Abolish War, I offered
free copies for
noticeboards.
So this is a summer
encore and a good way
to get exercise!
If you want one or more
A$ poster just get in
touch by email.
MAW is determined to
get its message out
more widely and this is
one easy way of doing
just that.
Bruce Kent
info@abolishwar.org.uk

